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Advance care planning

• What’s important to me

• The life I want while seriously unwell/dying

• Treatments I want and don’t want

• Legal and financial matters

• What I want to happen after I die





The Study

What enables people with learning 
disabilities to start and complete quality 
Advance Care Plans?

• Participatory Action Research (PAR)

• Directed by people with learning disabilities 
and disability service managers

• Other participants - family members, Practice 
Nurses, General Practitioners, advisors

• 3 cycles: Exploration, Development, Trial and 
Evaluation



Themes from the exploration phase

• Starting is the hardest part

• We need a plan template that suits us

• Give me a chance

• The right support from the right people

• Guide the guides







Organisations use policy 
or guidelines to:

•Identify guides and 

•Start the planning process

Guides are trained

•Face to face or on-line training 
(disability specific)

•Use a Guidebook as needed

People make their ACPs 
with: 

•A Guide to support 

•Resources to help with learning 
before deciding

•An easy read plan

•Support from disability and 
health teams, friends and 
whanau

Health professional 
approves the plan and 

keeps an electronic 
record



Resource examples 





Resource examples 



• Positive experience

• Straight forward AND challenging

• Useful, trusted, accepted

• Captures the essence of me

• Increased confidence and growth

• Being comfortable

Outcomes



Supportive Infrastructure:
• Policy
• An accessible plan template (aligned to standard 

version, space to record how decisions were made)
• Training and support for Guides/organisations

Approach:
• Person-centred / individualised / holistic
• Sensitive but honest
• A series of conversations
• Focus on living well
• Includes friends, whanau, disability and health 

profs
• Records the person’s own decisions and/or will and 

preference



Organisations use policy 
or guidelines to:

•Identify guides and 

•Start the planning process

Guides are trained

•Face to face or on-line training 
(disability specific)

•Use a Guidebook as needed

People make their ACPs 
with: 

•A Guide to support 

•Resources to help with learning 
before deciding

•An easy read plan

•Support from disability and 
health teams, friends and 
whanau

Health professional 
approves the plan and 

keeps an electronic 
record



Recommendations

“It’s good to do that – write something down.  Help them [decide] what 

to do.” [Wendy, Co-researcher with learning disability]

“Everybody has the right to do one of these but where in the sector 

does it make us accountable for it?  Where is there an audit 

requirement or a contractual requirement? Um, should we not be doing 

this with everybody and if we aren’t are we meeting out obligations to 

the people we are supposed to be supporting? Um, I don’t know.  

Who’s holding us accountable for that?” [Helen, Manager co-

researcher]



Recommendations

Promote ACP 
for people 

with learning 
disabilities

Develop 
supportive 

systems

Use the new 
planning 

framework

Measure the 
impact
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